California Association of County Executives

BUSINESS MEETING AGENDA

Friday, 18 October 2019  10:10 am – 11:30 am
Quail Lodge Club House
Monterey County
Item I

Approval of the Minutes from April 24, 2019

Frank Kim

Item II

Revisions to CACE Constitution
Birgitta Corsello
Two years ago, CACE changed its name from CAOAC. At the time, however, the
Constitution was not updated and ratified by the members to reflect that change.
This action will adopt the recommended revisions to the Constitution, changing
the name and recognizing CACE as an Affiliate of CSAC.
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RECOMMENDATION: Approve proposed changes to CACE Constitution
Item III

Affiliation Agreement Between CACE and CSAC
Birgitta Corsello
Since its inception CACE has operated informally as a department within CSAC.
CSAC has maintained CACE finances, provides office space, telephone, computer
service, and administrative support. The Executive Director is a CSAC employee. It
is important to formalize this relationship – as has been done with other Affiliate
organizations to insure a clear understanding of responsibilities, expectations and
relationships. A draft agreement has been prepared by Jennifer Henning, CSAC
Counsel, with involvement of the CACE Interim Executive Director, the President,
and CSAC Deputy Executive Director of Operations and Member Services.
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RECOMMENDATION: Approve Affiliate Agreement
Item IV

CACE 2019-20 Budget
This is the annual operating budget of CACE.

Birgitta Corsello
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Regional Meetings Expenses and Reimbursement Policy
Birgitta Corsello
This proposed policy clarifies the financial responsibility of CACE for regional
meetings.
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RECOMMENDATION: Approve Proposed Budget
Item V

RECOMMENDATION: Approve Proposed Policy
Item VI

Election of 2019-20 Officers
Larry Lees/David Twa
Report and recommendation from the Nominations Committee

Item VII

Comments by the Immediate Past President

Item VIII

Adjournment
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Birgitta Corsello

California Association of County Executives (CACE)
Business Meeting Minutes
Wednesday, April 24, 2019
2:00 pm – 4:00 pm
Sacramento, CA

Meeting was called to order 2:05 pm
Item I:

Opening Remarks and Introductions:
Opening remarks by Birgitta Corsello: Noted that Terry Schutten has announced his
retirement and a recruitment process will occur over the next several months to identify the
next Executive Director of CACE. Bill Chiat will be serve as the Interim Executive Director and
focus on the development of the program for our fall conference.

Item II:

Approval of Minutes:
There was a motion made by George Johnson, Riverside County, to approve the minutes from
January 24, 2019, meeting, and seconded by Mike Powers, Ventura County. Minutes were
approved.

Item III:

Update on the Activities Underway at CSAC – Graham Knaus:
 Spoke on the importance of CSAC engaging directly with County Administrators to
understand the impact of legislation and state actions
 CSAC Executive Committee will recommend no change in dues over the next two years
based on the stability of reserves and the strong performance of CSAC Finance Corp.
Remarks by Josh Gauger on the Governor State Budget Proposal

Governor’s January budget includes $500 million for homelessness. The funding will be in
two components.
 $200 million for meeting milestone for jurisdictions showing progress toward
homeless housing and shelters construction. CSAC would like to see this funding
repurposed to support flexible upfront funding to counties for new programs.
 $300 million for 13 big cities and for the continuum of cares.

Counties are struggling with the significant financial match requirements to access state
disaster assistance grants. CSAC is advocating for a waiver of these match requirements.
Remarks by Farrah McDaid Ting on Health Policy

Email sent to counties several weeks ago regarding DHCS sanctions to counties for noncompliance to correction action plans on mental health network adequacy. DHCS plans to
withhold mental health funding in June and impose a non-refundable penalty in July if
counties remained non-compliant. CSAC is working to assist the ten counties who are
non-compliant to avoid these potential impacts.

Department of Finance has accepted the methodology recommended by CSAC on the OIG
audit recoupment. The amount is $180 million spread over four years and will be
deducted from the 1991 Realignment Mental Health subaccount.

A question was asked if cities could be allocated a portion of MHSA funding. There are
bills that attempt to allocate some of this funding to non-county entities including cities,
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schools, jails, etc. These changes may require a ballot initiative, so the risk is more likely in
2020 during the election cycle.
There are several bills supported by California Professional Firefighters and Cal Chiefs that
seek to take or amend county responsibilities related to EMS matters. CSAC is opposing
SB 438 which seeks to have local fire departments take over the secondary dispatch
function. 45:59

Remarks by Josh Gauger on Workers Compensation Bills

CSAC has taken an oppose position on AB 1400, which expands workers compensation
presumptions for cancer to non-fire fighter personnel working in fire departments who
may be exposed to carcinogens.

CSAC has taken an oppose if not amended position on AB 932, which expands workers
compensation coverage to off-duty fire fighters who respond to incidents of mass
shootings out of state.
Remarks by Darby Kernan on Pharmaceutical Purchase Collaboration and Juvenile Hall
Working Group

State and Los Angeles County have entered into a pharmaceutical purchase collaboration
in order to achieve costs savings. Darby distributed handouts from the Department of
General Services on the program if other counties are interested.

Provided a status update from the juvenile hall working group, led by Jessica Devencenzi,
on how counties are addressing the reduction in juvenile population and escalating
program costs. CSAC working group is developing a tool kit for counties to identify
options.
Item IV:

Presentation from CACE Ad Hoc Committee on Wildfire Resiliency:
 The Wildfire Ad Hoc Committee has met and developed a framework for a policy
statement on wildfire resiliency (policy statement and white paper is included in the
Business Meeting packet). Carmel Angelo presented the draft policy statement to the
CACE membership for adoption, with the intent of bringing this to the CSAC Advisory
Board and ultimately to the Board of Directors. Concern was expressed by CACE members
for enhanced coordination with federal and state entities that manage non-county land
and infrastructure. The Ad Hoc agreed to incorporate this concern into the policy
statement. With this modification, approval was granted to move this policy statement
forward to CSAC.

Item V:

Presentation on Developing a Working Relationship with Municipal Managers Association of
Northern and Southern California.

Presentation from Clara Hansen and Nick Gonzales to encourage greater county
representation in MMANC and MMASC. Current membership profile is heavily weighted
to cities professional staff. Clara and Nick provided an overview of their membership
demographics and the benefits of further collaboration with counties. Leadership
certifications, project management training, networking and soft skills were some of the
benefits for members of MMANC and MMASC. Dates for regional meetings and
conferences were provided.

Item VI:

Presentation from Bill Chiat on CACE Professional Competencies
 CACE adopted the Central Leadership Competencies in October (included in handout) and
followed that with Aspiring Department Heads seminar in March. Bill provided an
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overview of the seminar and provided feedback from participants. Specific feedback and
results will be sent to CACE members via email, but highlights of comments from
participants include:







Item VII:

The importance of strategy in daily work
Step back and make space for others
Act with head, heart and hand
Use 360 evaluations
Know who to ask
Always keep in mind the why
Understand the strength of the team

Roundtable and Adjournment
 Rebecca discussed the fall conference and asked for input on program suggestions.
 Birgitta and Larry asked CACE members to begin thinking about what they wanted in the
next CACE administrator, following Terry’s retirement.
 Mona asked for creative ideas on executive wellness plans.
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MEMBERSHIP BUSINESS MEETING
Friday, 18 October 2019
AGENDA ITEM II

Revisions to the CACE Constitution
RECOMMENDATION
1. Approve proposed changes to CACE Constitution.
DISCUSSION
The governing document for the California Association of County Executives is its Constitution.
CACE does not exist as separate organization (i.e. 501(c)(3)), but rather as an affiliate
organization within CSAC. Therefore the Constitution is the primary document which establishes
CACE as an Association. The current Constitution was adopted on October 22, 2010. Since that
time a number of changes have been made, including the name of the organization. Several years
ago the Association changed its name from County Administrative Officers Association of
California (CAOAC) to California Association of County Executives (CACE), however no
documentation of any vote of the membership appears to exist.
The purpose of this Agenda Item is:
1. Affirm the name change of the organization to CACE
2. Update the Constitution to reflect the name change
3. Clearly state that CACE is an affiliate department within CSAC and reference the Affiliate
Agreement (to be discussed in Agenda Item III)
4. Change the Procedures guideline from Roberts Rules of Order to the more manageable
Rosenberg’s Rules of Order
These changes will bring the Constitution into consistency with the current practice of the
Association.
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CONSTITUTION
County Administrative Officers
Association of California

California Association of County Executives
Adopted October 22, 2010 18 October 2019
ARTICLE I
Name and Purpose of the Association
Section 1- Name
This Association shall be known as “County Administrative Officers Association of California California
Association of County Executives” or “CAOAC CACE”.
Section 2- Purpose
This Association shall be an affiliated department within the California State Association of Counties
(CSAC), as described in the Affiliate Agreement between CSAC and CACE.
The objective of this organization shall be as follows:
A. To support and advance the goals of the California State Association of Counties and the
objectives of professional public administration for the purpose of improving county
government in California.
B. To achieve this general objective by the following:
1. Advising and informing the California State Association of Counties on all matters having
significant policy or administrative impact on county government.
2. Acting as a forum for sharing knowledge and information among the members of this
association.
3. Conduct special studies of county government for this association or for the California
State Association of Counties.
4. Establishing and maintaining effective communication with other governmental
agencies and private organizations for the purpose of informing and advising them
regarding proposals and policies that affect county government.
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5. Participating in the development of the California State Association of Counties’
Legislative Program and promoting legislation for the betterment of county government
by contact with the State Legislature and the Congress and their respective staffs.
6. Encouraging the establishment of improved operational standards in county
government.

ARTICLE II
Membership
Section 1- Members
A chief administrative officer of any California county regardless of the title used who is responsible to
the Board of Supervisors for the general administration of county services, shall be eligible for
membership.
Section 2- Associate Members
Each member may designate a member of his staff as an associate member.
Section 3- Other Participants
Other staff assistants to members are encouraged to attend meetings of the Association and may
participate in the discussions.
Section 4- Voting Rights
Each member shall have one vote. This vote may be cast by an associate member at any meeting of the
Association, except with respect to the election of officers or to amend the constitution.
ARTICLE III
Section 1- President

Officers and Their Duties

A. Presides at all meetings of the Association and the Executive Committee.
B. Appoints members to committee, task forces, or other bodies as necessary.
C. Shall perform such other duties usually incumbent upon that officer.
Section 2- Vice President
2
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Shall exercise presidential functions if the President is absent or unable to serve.
Section 3- Secretary/ Treasurer
A. Shall maintain records and proceedings of the Association.
B. Shall keep accurate records of all funds received and disbursed by the Association.
C. Shall annually report on the Association’s financial status during the Association’s annual
meeting.
D. Shall, in cooperation with the Executive Committee, authorize the payment of all bills and the
allocation of all revenue associated with the Association.
Section 4- Immediate Past President
A. Shall serve on the Executive Committee of the Association and participate in the Executive
Committee decision making process.
Section 5- Executive Committee
A. Shall consist of the President, Vice President, Secretary/ Treasurer and the Immediate Past
President.
B. Shall supervise the activities of the Association.
C. Shall be empowered to decide upon all questions which may arise between the meetings of the
membership of the Association, except as otherwise provided in this constitution.
D. Shall be responsible for developing and recommending revisions to rules and bylaws subject to
approval of the members.
E. Shall be authorized to publicly represent positions of the Association and shall be empowered to
determine positions for the Association on issues requiring timely responses.
F. Shall be authorized to approve reasonable expenses for members engaged in Association
business, when the member is otherwise unable to fund such expenses.
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ARTICLE IV
Election of Officers
Section 1- Election of President, Vice President and Secretary/ Treasurer
The President, Vice President and Secretary/ Treasurer shall be elected at each annual meeting of the
Association.
Section 2- Nominating Committee Procedures
A. Each year the President of the CAOAC CACE shall appoint a nominating committee of not less
than three (3) members. One member shall be designated as the chairperson.
B. The officers of the CAOAC CACE are the President, Vice President and Secretary/ Treasurer.
Unless a member is determined to be unable or unsuitable to serve, the appointees shall rotate
through the chairs from Secretary/ Treasurer to Vice President, and Vice President to President.
A new Secretary/ Treasurer shall be appointed at the annual meeting. If a member is unable to
rotate through the chairs, the nominating committee shall submit a recommendation for each
open seat at the annual meeting.
C. The Chairperson shall send out a notice to the members of the association requesting
individuals advise the committee of their interest in serving as an officer of the CAOAC.
D. The Nominating Committee shall consider those individuals expressing interest in appointment
as well as others in an effort to attempt to achieve the goal of balance and diversity in the
following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Type of county (Urban, Suburban, Rural)
Northern or Southern California geographically
Gender
Ethnicity
Other factors determined relevant by the committee

E. Recommendations of the Committee shall be forwarded to the membership at the annual
meeting for action.
F. The Executive Director of the CAOAC CACE shall assist and serve as advisor to the nominating
committee, as requested.
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Section 3- Terms
All terms shall begin at the annual meeting of the Association and shall continue until the annual
meeting of the following calendar year.
Section 4- Vacancies
Vacancies of officers shall be filled by the Executive Committee to serve until the next annual meeting.

ARTICLE V
Taskforce System
A. CAOAC CACE shall establish taskforces based on the needs of the organization and its policy
direction.
B. In addition to the formation of policy task forces, the CAO/CEOs who have Supervisors that chair
CSAC standing committees will attend those standing committees and report to the CAOAC
CACE membership at its regularly scheduled meeting concerning the activities of the CSAC
standing committee.
C. Those standing committee CAO/CEOs shall be called Associate Executive Committee Members.
D. The associate Executive Committee member from time to time shall confer with the Executive
Committee on policy items that shall be brought to the membership for CSAC policy
recommendations. The President of the CAOAC CACE, who is ex officio member of the CSAC
Executive Committee, shall present those policy recommendations to the CSAC Executive Board.
E. The Associate Executive Committee Members shall rotate based on the chairs of the CSAC policy
committees.
F. Based on the advice of these associates and approval of the membership from time to time
taskforces shall be formed to assist in developing direction for the CAOAC CACE.
G. The Executive Committee and/ or the membership shall initiate taskforces based on the desires
of the organization.
H. The membership shall annually appoint at its annual meeting a Professional Development Policy
Committee. The committee shall assist in specific issues pertaining to the professional
development of association members.
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ARTICLE VI
Meetings
Section 1- Meetings of Association
A. There shall be an annual meeting of the Association every year during September or October.
B. Other meetings shall be called by the President of the Executive Committee.
C. A quorum for all meetings shall be twenty (20) of those eligible to vote.
D. All motions shall be decided by majority vote of a quorum.
Section 2- Meetings of Executive Committee
The Executive Committee may meet as Designated by the President or by any member of the Executive
Committee after reasonable notice to each member of the Executive Committee.
Sections 3- Procedures
Robert’s Rule of Order Rosenberg’s Rules of Order shall be followed unless inconsistent with the
constitution, by laws, or rules of the Association.
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MEMBERSHIP BUSINESS MEETING
Friday, 18 October 2019
AGENDA ITEM III

Affiliation Agreement Between CACE and CSAC
RECOMMENDATION
1. Approve Affiliate Agreement.
2. Alternatively, adopt Agreement with amendments and authorize President to negotiate changes
with CSAC and sign final revised document.
DISCUSSION
Since its inception CACE has operated informally as a department within CSAC. CSAC maintains
CACE finances, provides office space, telephone, computer service, and administrative support.
The Executive Director is a CSAC employee. No formal agreement to this arrangement exists,
however, and in the interest of transparency and clarity of responsibilities, it is important to
formalize this relationship. Affiliate Agreements do exist with other CSAC affiliate organizations
to insure a clear understanding of responsibilities, expectations and relationships.
A draft agreement has been prepared by Jennifer Henning, CSAC Counsel, with involvement of
the CACE President, CACE Interim Executive Director, and CSAC Deputy Executive Director of
Operations and Member Services.
The draft Agreement largely memorializes existing practices. Among the components of the
proposed Agreement:
1. This is an on-going agreement with a 30-day termination clause (Recital 1)
2. The Executive Director is a CSAC employee but works under total direction and
supervision of the CACE Board, and the Board is delegated authority to hire and
terminate the Director (Recital 3)
3. CACE sets the salary and determines any benefits for the Executive Director through an
employment agreement (Recital 4)
4. CSAC Provides office space, technology support, and use of on-site facilities and
equipment. CACE will now pay a modest rent (tbd) for the office space. This is a new
provision that CACE felt important to include to ensure continued use of existing office
space. CACE pays actual or internal service charges for printing, telephone, copies, voice
mail and other services. CSAC will provide limited office support at no charge, as is
current practice (Recital 5)
5. As a new clarification, CSAC delegates purchasing and contracting authority to the
Executive Director, provided the contracts and purchases are within the adopted CACE
budget or as authorized by the CACE Board. There has not previously been clear
delegation of purchasing authority for CACE. (Recital 6)
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6. The management and service fees described are consistent with current practice (Recital
7)
7. The remaining clauses are standard in a contract
Adoption of this Agreement (with any amendments) will bring clarity to the relationship of CSAC
and CACE while at the same time maintaining CACE’s independence to operate as a separate
entity within CSAC. Importantly it defines CACE’s ability to independently purchase and contract
within the limits set by the CACE Board.
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AFFILIATE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE CALIFORNIA STATE ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES
AND THE CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF COUNTY EXECUTIVES
THIS AGREEMENT is entered into this ___ day of ____________, 2019, by and between
the California State Association of Counties (CSAC) and the California Association of County
Executives (CACE).
RECITALS

A.

B.
C.

1.
2.
3.

CACE is an organization of California County Administrative and Executive Officers
(CAO/CEOs) that supports CSAC and acts as a policy and communication liaison
between CSAC Board of Directors and CSAC staff, and the CAO/CEOs. CACE is also
dedicated to supporting and advancing professional public administration for the
purpose of improving county government in California.

CACE is an affiliate association of CSAC, as that term is defined in CSAC policies,
CSAC and CACE have collaborated and shared staff, office space, and other resources
for many years to the benefit of CACE members and counties generally.
CSAC and CACE desire to memorialize the affiliate relationship between CSAC and
CACE, and to specify the services to be provided by and for each respective
organization.
NOW, THEREFORE, the parties agree as follows:

The term of this Agreement is for the
Term and Termination of Agreement.
period commencing on ________________, 2019 and ending upon 30 days written notice
given by either party; provided, however, that termination of this Agreement for
non-payment shall be carried out as provided in Section 9.

Employees. CSAC shall employ a qualified individual who shall be assigned to work
under CACE’s direction to serve as CACE’s Executive Director and administer CACE’s
business (CACE ED).
Employment Relationship.

3.1. The CACE ED shall be a CSAC employee and, except as expressly provided in a
written employment agreement, shall be subject to all standard CSAC employment
practices, procedures, and practices.
3.2. CACE shall be solely responsible for selecting the CACE ED and for directing
and managing CACE ED in the performance of his or her duties. In particular, CACE
shall have total control, responsibility, and discretion over the CACE ED’s day-to-day
job duties, including but not limited to direction and supervision of the scope and
content and the CACE ED’s work, work schedule, and travel; provided, however, that
14
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such control, responsibility, and discretion shall be exercised in a manner consistent
with CSAC’s employment policies and procedures, and in accordance with all
applicable federal and state labor and employment laws.

3.3. Unless otherwise specified in an employment agreement, the CACE ED shall
be an at-will employee. CSAC delegates to CACE the authority to terminate the CACE
ED’s employment at any time, with or without cause, in a manner consistent with all
applicable federal and state labor and employment laws.
3.4. Nothing in this Agreement is intended to imply a contractual relationship
between the CACE ED and CSAC, nor shall the CACE ED be considered a third-party
beneficiary of this Agreement.

3.5. Notwithstanding this Agreement regarding employment, the CACE Board of
Directors is solely responsible for and has authority over all CACE policy and
programs and all finances generated by CACE. CSAC staff will not interfere with the
work of CACE.

4.

3.6. CACE agrees that as an affiliate organization, and consistent with CSAC
policy, CACE will not publicly advocate a position contrary to an established position
of the CSAC Executive Committee or Board of Directors.
CACE ED Salary, Benefits, Vacation, and Sick Leave

4.1. CACE shall be solely responsible for setting the salary for the CACE ED,
including any subsequent increases or decreases thereto.

4.2. Except as otherwise agreed to in a separate written agreement, and to the
extent provided by CACE as part of employment, the CACE ED shall participate in all
standard CSAC employment welfare and fringe benefit plans and programs for
which he or she is eligible as they currently exists and as they may be modified or
changed from time to time, including but not limited to retirement, health, or other
medical and life insurance.
4.3. CACE ED, to the extent of eligibility based on his or her employment
agreement, shall accrue vacation and sick leave in accordance with CSAC policy.
5.

4.4. CSAC shall pay the salary and benefits of the CACE ED and CACE shall
reimburse CSAC for those amounts as provided in Section 6 below.
Office Space, Equipment and Support Staff.
5.1.

CSAC shall provide office space for the CACE ED at a modest charge.

5.2. CACE is responsible for the costs of the CACE ED’s office furniture and
equipment, including computer hardware. CSAC shall provide the CACE ED’s
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computer software and computer technical assistance. CSAC shall provide the CACE
ED with internet access and email through CSAC’s regular computer system.
5.3. CSAC shall provide the CACE ED with a land telephone line, voice mail
account, and telephone, and CACE shall reimburse CSAC for such expenses at actual
cost.

5.4. CSAC shall provide the CACE ED with access to CSAC copiers and printing
services. CACE shall pay for such services at CSAC internal rates. CSAC shall also
provide the CACE ED with access to CSAC conference rooms, availability permitting,
at no charge to CACE.

5.5. CACE may provide the CACE ED with other devices or benefits, such as laptop
computers, tablets, mobile telephones or parking privileges, and its own expense.

6.

5.6. CSAC shall provide CACE with limit office support at no charge to assist the
CACE ED with administrative work related to the business of CACE, including, for
example, maintaining the CACE roster, producing mailing lists, periodic typing,
assistance with preparation of meeting packets, and other similar activities.
Finances, Accounting and Contracting.

6.1. CSAC shall administer the finances of CACE, including collecting CACE dues,
maintaining CACE accounts, and paying expenses as directed by CACE Board of
Directors, Executive Director, or their designee.

6.2. By June 1 of each year, CACE shall provide CSAC with a copy of the budget for
the next fiscal year. Financial information so provided shall be held in confidence.
6.3. CSAC shall not be responsible for any CACE expenses above the financial
resources in the CACE account.

6.4. CSAC hereby delegates to the CACE ED the authority to enter into contracts
and incur expenses related to CACE activities, provided that such contracted
amounts and expenses are within the adopted annual budget of CACE, as may be
modified by the CACE Board of Directors. Such contracting authority may not
exceed the financial resources in the CACE account.

7.

6.5. CSAC and CACE agree that CACE may use CSAC’s credit card processing
system for CACE online meeting registration, and CACE shall pay to CSAC a service
fee of 5% of the registration fees charged by credit card using the system.

Payment.

7.1. CSAC shall provide CACE with a monthly statement that includes the
following information:
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7.1.1. Salary and Benefit Payment. CACE shall pay to CSAC in advance each
month the actual monthly salary and benefit payroll costs for EMPLOYEES, including
workers’ compensation insurance and applicable payroll taxes.
7.1.2. Direct Costs. The monthly statement shall itemize all direct costs
specified in Section 5 of this Agreement.

7.1.3. Management Fee. CACE shall pay a management fee to CSAC for the
services provided under this Agreement. The management fee shall be in the
amount of ___ % of the total payroll and payroll-related expenses set forth in Section
7.1.1 above.

8.

9.

7.2. All amounts CACE must pay to CSAC under this Agreement are due and
payable upon CACE’s receipt of the monthly statement. If CSAC does not receive
payment within fifteen (15) days of the billing statement, CSAC shall charge a 10%
late charge for each thirty (30) days or portion thereof that payment is delayed
beyond the fifteen (15) day period, and such nonpayment shall be cause for
termination of this Agreement as provided in Section 9 below. Any failure or refusal
by CSAC to charge or collect such late penalty or to terminate the Agreement shall
not be considered a waiver of CSAC’s rights to collect such late penalty or to
terminate this Agreement.

Post-Termination Expenses: Unemployment and Workers’ Compensation Insurance.
CACE acknowledges that CSAC, in accordance with California law, is self-insured for
unemployment compensation purposes, and that CSAC currently carried
independent insurance to cover its workers’ compensation liability. CACE agrees to
reimburse CSAC for any additional unemployment or workers’ compensation cost
incurred by CSAC in connection with or as a result of the CACE ED’s employment
under this Agreement. These costs include, for example, any payments CSAC is
required to make to the California Employment Development Department by reason
of any claim for unemployment benefits filed by the CACE ED. CACE’s obligation to
reimburse CSAC for such costs shall extend beyond the termination of this
Agreement and shall continue until CSAC is paid in full for all such costs.
Termination of Agreement for Non-Payment.

9.1. This Agreement shall terminate as provided in Section 1 above. Additionally,
CSAC may terminate this Agreement and/or may terminate payment to or on behalf
of the CASE ED as provided herein at such time as CACE is thirty (30) days or more
past due in making its monthly payment to CSAC as provided in Section 7 above.
9.2. Before terminating the Agreement under this Section, CSAC shall give CACE
written notice that the monthly payment is thirty (30) days past due, and will
provide CACE with thirty (30) additional days from the date of such written notice
to cure the default. CSAC’s waiver or nonenforcement of this provision as any time
17
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shall not be deemed a waiver of CSAC s rights to enforce this provision as CSAC
deems appropriate.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.

9.3. A termination of this Agreement shall effect a termination of the CACE ED’s
employment with CSAC, unless otherwise agreed in writing.
Indemnification.

10.1. In consideration of CSAC’s promise to delegate to CACE the sole
responsibility for selecting, directing, and managing the CACE ED, CACE agrees to
indemnify, defend, and hold harmless CSAC, its officers, directors, employees, and
agents from and against all claims, liability, losses, damages, judgments, demands, or
expenses arising from or in connection with this Agreement or with the
employment of the CACE ED, except such claims for unemployment or workers’
compensation benefits, which will be handled in the manner provided in Section 7,
and except such claims that are shown to arise from CSAC’s performance of its
duties and obligation provided herein. CSAC’s right under this indemnification
provision shall remain enforceable after the termination of this Agreement and for
so long as CSAC may be subject to liability arising from or in connection with this
Agreement.
10.2. CSAC agrees to indemnity, defend, and hold harmless CACE, its officers,
directors, employees, and agents from and against all claims, liability, losses,
damages, judgments, demands, or expenses arising from or in connection with
CSAC’s performance of this Agreement. CACE’s rights under this indemnification
provision shall remain enforceable after the termination of this Agreement and for
so long as CACE may be subject to liability arising from or in connection with this
Agreement.

Enforceability. The Agreement shall be governed by and construed according to the
laws of the State of California. Any legal action to enforce this Agreement shall be
brought in Sacramento County, California.
Severability. If a court of competent jurisdiction holds any term, provision,
covenant or condition of this Agreement to be invalid, void, or otherwise
unenforceable, to any extent, the remainder of this Agreement shall not be affected
thereby, and each term, provision, covenant or condition of this Agreement shall be
valid and enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law.
Entire Agreement. This Agreement contains the entire agreement and
understanding between the parties with reference to services to be provided
pursuant to this Agreement and supersedes any prior or contemporaneous written
or oral agreements between the parties.

Amendment. This Agreement may be amended only by a writing duly signed by the
President of CACE and the Executive Director of CSAC.
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The parties have executed this Agreement on the date first above written.

CALIFORNIA STATE ASSOCIATION
OF COUNTIES

CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF COUNTY
EXECUTIVES

__________________________________________

______________________________________________

Graham Knaus, Executive Director

Birgitta E. Corsello, CACE President
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MEMBERSHIP BUSINESS MEETING
Friday, 18 October 2019
AGENDA ITEM IV

CACE Proposed FY 2019-20 Budget
RECOMMENDATION
1. Approve proposed budget subject to potential future amendment by the Officers for Executive
Director compensation.
2. Consider allocation of up to $10,000 of CACE Foundation funds to underwrite costs of the
CACE/CSAC Institute “So You Want to Be the CEO” Seminar in April, 2020
DISCUSSION
The proposed budget maintains CACE income and expenses at similar levels to previous years.
CACE has two major expenditures: the annual meeting and the Executive Director’s
compensation package. The annual meeting pays for itself through sponsorships and registration
fees, with a slight excess to fund Association operations. Member dues covers the other
expenses, including the compensation package, CACE operations and scholarships. Details on the
operating expenses are included on the budget page under “Notes on Actuals.”
At the time of the budget preparation a new Executive Director had not been selected. The
proposed budget maintains the compensation of the previous Executive Director. It is anticipated
the Board may need to increase the package. While not proposed in the budget, because of the
significant carry-over, staff believes an increase of $15,000-$20,000 could be accommodated for
the foreseeable future without a dues increase. The Officers may need to amend the budget in
the future to accommodate any increase. CACE has built up a significant carryover over the years.
The proposed affiliate agreement contemplates a modest rent for the CACE office to insure its
current location. That amount will be negotiated after the agreement is approved, however it is
anticipated to be in the $1,500 - $2,000 range, which can be accommodated in the existing
budget.
The scholarships in the budget have already been expended to send two people to Virginia Tech,
which was previously approved.
In addition to the funds accounted for in the budget, CACE also has a balance of $15,960 in the
California Counties Foundation. These funds are from previous donations by PG&E and HB
Capital. In the past these funds have been used for some scholarships and underwrite the “So
You Want to Be the CEO” Seminar done in partnership with CSAC Institute. This seminar is
conducted every three years and is scheduled for April 1-3, 2020. In the past CACE has
underwritten the seminar with $10,000 to help reduce the costs for individuals to attend. CACE
may want to consider underwriting this spring’s seminar again with these funds.
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Finally, the members may want to consider moving the timing of budget adoption to the spring
membership meeting. It feels odd to be adopting a budget after more than a quarter of the year
has passed.
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CACE Proposed Budget FY 2019‐20
Income

Adopted
2017‐18

Actual
2017‐18

Adopted
2018‐19

Actual
2018‐19*

Proposed
2019‐20

Prior year fund balance

$

314,381 $

318,132

$ 318,132 $

318,132

$

333,302

Dues
Meeting Sponsors
Meeting Registrations

$
$
$

116,208 $
30,000 $
14,000 $

116,208
32,000
16,425

$

474,589 $

482,765

$ 116,208 $
$ 34,000 $
$ 16,000 $
$
$ 484,340 $

116,208
25,400
24,030
165,638
483,770

$
$
$
$
$

116,208
32,000
24,000
172,208
505,510

$
$
$
$

55,907
2,716
15,953
1,299

$
$
$
$

65,000
3,000
10,000
1,300

$
$
$
$
$
$

49,681
7,500
2,368
2,200
4,744
8,100

$
$
$
$
$
$

50,000
10,250
3,000
2,500
8,000
19,000

$

150,468

$

172,050

$

15,170

$

158

Total Income
Total Revenues
Expenses
Salaries & Related
Supplies/Postage/Printing
Staff Travel and Regional Meetings
Communications
Equipment/Furniture
Meeting Expenses
Professional Services/Memberships
CSAC Administrative Fees
Parking
Meeting Planner/Web Maintance
Scholarships
Website Improvement
Total Expenses

$
$
$
$
‐
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

62,000
6,000
10,000
1,200

$
$
$
$
‐
$
$
$
$
$
$

45,000
15,000
2,500
2,100
‐
‐
20,000
163,800 $

61,945
2,059
8,137
1,129
46,912
10,774
1,994
2,220
15,726
4,950
$0
155,846

Income Over/Under Expenses
NOTES ON ACTUALS
Salary and Related Expenses
Salary
Workers Comp
Payroll Tax
Total
Supplies/ Postage/ Printing
Supplies
Postage
Printing
Total
Staff Travel/ Regional Meetings
Travel
Regional Meetings
Total
Communications
Conference Calls
Cellular Phones
Total
Professional Services & Memberships
NACA
Digital Clipping Services
TOTAL

$ 62,000
$
4,000
$ 10,000
$
1,200
‐
$ 48,000
$ 15,000
$
2,500
$
3,000
$ 20,000
$
‐
$
‐
$ 165,700

$53,590
$1,548
$769
$55,907
$636
$24
$2,056
$2,716
$13,077
$2,876
$15,953
$514
$785
$1,299
$2,750 not paid in 2018‐19
$7,500
$10,250

CACE has given two scholarships in FY 2019‐20 to executives from Tuolumne County
CACE has an additional balance of $15,960 in the California Counties Foundation from PG&E and HB Capital ‐ not reflected in this budget
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MEMBERSHIP BUSINESS MEETING
Friday, 18 October 2019
AGENDA ITEM V

CACE Regional Meetings Expenses and Reimbursement Policy
RECOMMENDATION
1. Approve proposed policy on reimbursement and expenses for CACE regional meetings.
DISCUSSION
CACE is divided into nine regions to encourage dialogue and information sharing amongst the CEOs in
each region. To facilitate that conversation, CACE has hosted meetings of CEOs in each of the regions,
coordinated by one of the counties in the region. Typically the meeting consists of a lunch or dinner. It
has been a practice for CACE to offer to pick up the cost of the meal for the meeting, subject to the
requirements of FPPC Form 700, Statement of Economic Interests. In some cases participants chose to
pay for their own meal or to personally cover the costs of the meal for all participants. Questions have
been raised regarding how many people CACE will pay for and whether other costs associated with the
meeting will be paid by CACE (i.e. meeting facility).
The purpose of this proposed policy is to clarify the financial responsibilities of CACE for regional
meetings. The proposed policy language:
CACE encourages the regular meeting of regional CEOs and their assistants to facilitate
dialogue, information sharing, and peer coaching across counties. To support these
meetings of members and reduce the financial burden, CACE, upon request, will cover
the cost of the meals subject to the following limitations:
a.
b.
c.
d.

No more than four meetings per year per region
Only one person/county may be covered
Only the cost of meals will be covered; no other meeting related expense
No alcohol will be covered

For those covered meals, either the CACE Executive Director (or representative) or the
regional coordinator will pay for the meals and submit a request for reimbursed from
CACE, including the list of each person and county included in the claim. A Form 700
disclosure will be distributed by CACE to each individual covered by every
reimbursement.
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